
Long Ago 

Science 

 

This half term we learn about living things, what they 

have in common, sorting living form non-living and 

making comparisons between things that are living 

now and those that lived a long time ago.  

 

Meet the Team! 

Team Leader: Lena 

Teaching Staff: Ariane Karen  

Support Staff:  Valerie, Elisabeth, Lucy, Chrissy, 

Erica, Zack, Irma  

Geography 

As part of our topic, we will look at maps that show 
where prehistoric animals lived and where there were 
settlements.  

 

Supporting Your Child’s Learning  

Please support your child to complete their  

Mathletics and Spag.com tasks which will be set on 

Fridays. Please can you also ensure they read everyday 

and bring their reading record to school each Monday– 

children that ready at home at least four times per week 

will get a reward. 

Writing 

Children will focus on personal targets in writing such as 

letter formation, use of capital letters/ full tops and other 

punctuation, sentence structure and writing for purpose. 

Blue pathway will focus on narrative writing and Green 

Pathway will focus on information writing.  

Reading 

Children have daily opportunities to read with an adult and answer 

comprehension questions about the book.  

This term, we will be reading a variety of lovely books relating to 

our topic including:  

Stone Age Boy– Satoshia Kitamura, Creature Features Dinosaurs- 

Natasha Durley; 24 Hours in the Stone Age- Lan Cook and Toby and 

the Ice Giants- Joe Lillington.  

 

Mathematics 

This half term, the children will focus on  

using different operations to solve word problems and identifying key 

vocabulary. 

Some children will also learn the formal method for multiplication and 

division, they will explore different  strategies to multiply to divide.  

Green pathway children will also be learning about different ways to 

represent data. 

PSHE 

We will continue to develop understanding  of “Zones of  Regula-
tion” to foster self-regulation and emotional control in every day 
situations.  

Children will develop skills in expressing our preferences and our 
needs. 

Children will continue to be supported to develop their social and 
play skills.  
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PE 

We  will continue having dance on  
Tuesdays and P.E. will now be on Monday.  Please note, 

yoga is now on Tuesday.  

Dance 

In dance, this term we will explore dances in response to a 
range of music and develop their movement vocabulary  to 

demonstrate how different creatures moved.  

Interventions 

The children will be accessing a range 
of interventions, including speech and 
language, sensory circuits , emotional 
regulation and social skills. This is in 

addition to their personalised          
provision. 

Art and DT 

As part of our topic on Long Ago, chil-
dren will use a variety of materials to 
explore artefacts from the past. They 
will learn about historic art such as 

cave paintings and how these inform 
us about the past.  

They will also be using found materi-
als to construct dinosaurs.  

 

Computing 

Green pathway will be learning about program-

ming, using  both on screen programming soft-

ware as well as programming a simple robot 

called Bee-Bot.  

Blue pathway are linking computing to their topic 

and representing information in different formats 

such as Power Point and film.  
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